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Abstract—We consider the Courtade-Kumar most informative
Boolean function conjecture for balanced functions, as well as
a conjecture by Li and Me´dard that dictatorship functions also
maximize the Lα norm of Tpf for 1 ≤ α ≤ 2 where Tp is the
noise operator and f is a balanced Boolean function. By using
a result due to Laguerre from the 1880’s, we are able to bound
how many times an Lα-norm related quantity can cross zero as a
function of α, and show that these two conjectures are essentially
equivalent.
I. INTRODUCTION
In 2014, Courtade and Kumar published [1] in which
they introduced a conjecture about which Boolean function
maximizes mutual information when applied to a noisy in-
put. More concretely, they considered the following scenario.
Suppose X is uniformly distributed on the n-dimensional
Hamming cube {0, 1}n. Let Y be a noisy copy of X which
is the output of a memoryless binary symmetric channel with
crossover probability 0 < p < 12 when X is the input. The
optimization problem of interest is to find which function
f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} maximizes the mutual information
I(f(Y );X) (or equivalently I(f(X);Y )).
Courtade and Kumar conjectured that
I(f(Y );X) ≤ 1− h(p) (1)
where h(p) = −p log p − (1 − p) log(1 − p) is the binary
entropy function. This mutual information is achieved when
f(Y ) = f(Y1, . . . , Yn) = Yi
for any i = 1, . . . n. Such functions are called dictatorship
functions. In other words, Courtade and Kumar conjecture that
there is no more informative Boolean function than simply
taking one of the coordinate values.
In recent years there has been substantial interest in solving
this problem, as well as some partial results. Chandar and
Tchamkerten show the bound
I(f(Y );X) ≤ (1− 2p)2 (2)
in [2]. Ordentlich, Shayevitz and Weinstein prove the bound
I(f(Y );X) ≤ log(e)
2
(1− 2p)2 + 9
(
1− log(e)
2
)
(1− 2p)4
for 12
(
1− 1√
3
)
≤ p ≤ 12 in [3], which is tighter than (2) for
1
3 ≤ p ≤ 12 . Using this improved bound, as well as a strength-
ened version of “Mrs. Gerber’s Lemma”, Samorodnitsky was
able to prove the conjecture is true for all p ≥ 12 − δ where
δ > 0 is some absolute constant in [4].
Along with these partial results, there have also been some
related conjectures made in [5], [6]. In these works it is con-
jectured that dictatorship functions maximize other functionals
of f , in such a way that the conjectures are stronger than the
Courtade-Kumar conjecture – meaning that if the conjectures
hold then (1) must also hold. Of particular interest to us is the
conjecture from Li and Me´dard in [5] that focuses on balanced
Boolean functions f that have fixed mean
1
2n
∑
y∈{0,1}n
f(y) =
1
2
.
They conjecture that among all such balanced functions f , the
Lα-norm of the function
Tpf(x) = P(f(Y ) = 1|X = x) (3)
is maximized by dictatorship functions when 1 ≤ α ≤ 2.
Li and Me´dard show that if their conjecture is true, then
(1) must also be true for all balanced functions f . Our
main contribution in this paper is to show that a slightly
modified converse statement also holds. In particular, if we
“symmetrize” the Li-Me´dard conjecture by including both
Tpf(x) and 1 − Tpf(x) in the calculation of the Lα-norm,
then the Courtade-Kumar conjecture for balanced functions f
also implies this symmetrized conjecture. In this sense, the
two conjectures are equivalent.
In order to show this equivalence, we study the quantity
Nα(f) =
∑
x∈{0,1}n
(Tpf(x))
α (4)
or its symmetrized version
N symα (f) =
∑
x∈{0,1}n
(Tpf(x))
α + (1− Tpf(x))α (5)
for any α ∈ R. Note that these quantities are not technically
norms of Tpf except in the case of (4) when α = 1. However,
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(4) can be thought of as the α-power of the Lα-norm when
α ≥ 1. Letting f0 be a dictatorship function, we define
gf (α) = Nα(f)−Nα(f0) (6)
and the corresponding
gsymf (α) = N
sym
α (f)−N symα (f0) . (7)
By using a result due to Laguerre from the 1880’s [7], we will
show that both gf (α) and g
sym
f (α) can have at most four zeros
(unless, of course, they are identically zero). This allows us
to relate the validity of the Courtade-Kumar conjecture, which
can be thought of as a local property of gsymf (α) around α = 1,
to the global properties of gsymf (α) such as where the zeros are
located. We believe this is a powerful insight that may shed
further light on the validity of these sorts of conjectures.
II. MAIN RESULTS
In this section we state precisely the relevant conjectures
and how they are equivalent. In order to make sense of the
first conjecture below, we first need to analyze the mutual
information quantity of interest I(f(Y );X). For balanced f
we can write this quantity as follows:
I(f(Y );X) = H(f(Y ))−H(f(Y )|X)
= 1− 1
2n
∑
x∈{0,1}n
h (P(f(Y ) = 1|X = x))
= 1 +
1
2n
∑
x∈{0,1}n
(
Tpf(x) log Tpf(x)
+ (1− Tpf(x)) log(1− Tpf(x))
)
. (8)
Looking at (8), it makes sense to talk about an “unsym-
metrized” Courtade-Kumar conjecture where we consider
which balanced Boolean function maximizes only the part∑
x∈{0,1}n Tpf(x) log Tpf(x) . Recall that we say a function
f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} is balanced if E[f(Y )] = 12 and that f0
represents a dictatorship function.
Conjecture 1 (unsymmetrized Courtade-Kumar). For any
balanced f ,∑
x∈{0,1}n
Tpf(x) log Tpf(x) ≤
∑
x∈{0,1}n
Tpf0(x) log Tpf0(x) .
Conjecture 2 (Courtade-Kumar). For any balanced f ,
I(f(Y );X) ≤ 1− h(p) .
Conjecture 3 (Li-Me´dard). For any balanced f ,
Nα(f) ≤ Nα(f0)
for 1 ≤ α ≤ 2.
Conjecture 4 (symmetrized Li-Me´dard). For any balanced f ,
N symα (f) ≤ N symα (f0)
for 1 ≤ α ≤ 2.
We establish equivalences between these conjectures in our
main results below.
Theorem 1. Conjecture 1 is true if and only if Conjecture 3
is true.
Theorem 2. Conjecture 2 is true if and only if Conjecture 4
is true.
Another relationship between these conjectures is that Con-
jecture 1 would imply Conjecture 2, and similarly Conjecture
3 would imply Conjecture 4. This is because if f is balanced
then 1 − f is also balanced, and Tp(1 − f) = 1 − Tpf .
Furthermore, 1−f0 is equivalent to a dictatorship function and
will achieve the same value for any of the relevant functionals.
We therefore have the following relationships between the
various conjectures.
Conjecture 1 ⇐⇒ Conjecture 3
⇓ ⇓
Conjecture 2 ⇐⇒ Conjecture 4
It is worth pointing out that Conjecture 2 was proven in [4]
in the high-noise case, i.e. for all 12−δ < p < 12 where δ > 0 is
an absolute constant. Therefore our result immediately implies
that Conjecture 4 is also true in this high-noise case. It is also
known that Conjecture 2 holds in the low-noise case (see [1],
[5]) when 0 < p < δn and δn depends on n. In the same way
Conjecture 4 must also hold in this dimensionally-dependent
low-noise case.
III. PROOF OF THEOREMS 1 AND 2
In this section we develop the machinery needed to prove
Theorems 1 and 2, as well as finish their proofs. In both cases
it is straightforward to show that the Li-Me´dard conjectures
imply their corresponding Courtade-Kumar conjectures, but
the other direction is more involved. We start with the easy
direction.
A. Conjecture 3 =⇒ Conjecture 1
Taking the derivative of (4) with respect to α and evaluating
at α = 1 gives
∂
∂α
Nα(f)
∣∣∣∣
α=1
=
∑
x∈{0,1}n
Tpf(x) log Tpf(x) . (9)
Note that (9) matches the quantity from the inequality in
Conjecture 1. Writing out the derivative in (9) as a difference
quotient,
∂
∂α
Nα(f)
∣∣∣∣
α=1
= lim
→0
N1+(f)−N1(f)

.
If Conjecture 3 is true, then N1+(f) ≤ N1+(f0) for any
0 ≤  ≤ 1. Furthermore, by the law of total probability,
N1(f) =
∑
x∈{0,1}n
P(f(Y ) = 1|X = x)
= 2nP(f(Y ) = 1)
= 2n−1
= N1(f0) .
Therefore
∂
∂α
Nα(f)
∣∣∣∣
α=1
≤ ∂
∂α
Nα(f0)
∣∣∣∣
α=1
and (9) implies Conjecture 1 must be true.
B. Conjecture 4 =⇒ Conjecture 2
This implication is very similar to that of Section III-A
above. Differentiating (5) with respect to α and evaluating at
α = 1 gives
∂
∂α
N symα (f)
∣∣∣∣
α=1
=
∑
x∈{0,1}n
Tpf(x) log Tpf(x)
+ (1− Tpf(x)) log(1− Tpf(x))
= −
∑
x∈{0,1}n
h(P(f(Y ) = 1|X = x)) .
(10)
Conjecture 4 implies that N sym1+(f) ≤ N sym1+(f0) for 0 ≤  ≤ 1
and N sym1 (f) = 2
n = N sym1 (f0). Thus
∂
∂α
N symα (f)
∣∣∣∣
α=1
≤ ∂
∂α
N symα (f0)
∣∣∣∣
α=1
and Conjecture 2 holds.
C. Conjecture 2 =⇒ Conjecture 4
We approach this implication by contrapositive, and show
that if there exists an 1 ≤ α ≤ 2 such that N symα (f) >
N symα (f0), then I(f(Y );X) > 1 − h(p). We will need the
following two lemmas.
We say that a function g : R → R has a zero at α if
g(α) = 0, and that it has an mth order zero (or a zero with
multiplicity m) at α if both g(α) = 0 and the derivatives
g(j)(α) = 0 for all j = 1, . . . ,m− 1.
Lemma 1 (Laguerre 1883 [7]). Suppose
g(α) =
N∑
i=1
Aie
ciα
with
c1 < c2 < . . . < cN
and Ai 6= 0. Then g has at most as many zeros (counting
multiplicities) as the number of sign changes in the sequence
A1, A2, . . . , AN .
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number of sign
changes. For the base case note that if each value in the
sequence A1, . . . , AN has the same sign, then either g(α) > 0
or g(α) < 0 for all α ∈ R.
For the inductive step, suppose that the sequence
A1, . . . , AN changes sign k times as we move from A1 to
AN . Suppose that one of the sign changes occurs between
indices l and l + 1, i.e., that sign(Al) 6= sign(Al+1). Letting
cl < b < cl+1, we can rewrite g(α) as
g(α) = ebα
N∑
i=1
Aie
(ci−b)α . (11)
We isolate the second factor from (11) above and define
h(α) =
N∑
i=1
Aie
(ci−b)α . (12)
Since ebα > 0, the general Leibniz rule for derivatives of
products implies that both g and h will have zeros in the same
locations and with the same multiplicities. We will therefore
focus on counting the zeros of h(α). Suppose that h has zeros
at α1, . . . , αr with corresponding multiplicities m1, . . . ,mr
and let M =
∑r
j=1mr.
The derivative h′(α) will have
∑r
j=1max{(mj − 1), 0}
zeros at the points α1, . . . , αr, and by Rolle’s theorem [8] at
least r − 1 zeros between these points. So in total h′(α) will
have at least M − 1 zeros. Differentiating (12) with respect to
α,
∂
∂α
N∑
i=1
Aie
(ci−b)α =
N∑
i=1
(ci − b)Aie(ci−b)α . (13)
Display (13) fits exactly the form of the function required
by the Lemma – it is a sum of ordered exponentials with
k−1 sign changes in the coefficients. Hence, by the inductive
assumption, the function h′(α) can have at most k − 1 zeros.
Putting this all together we have M − 1 ≤ k − 1 and M ≤ k
as desired.
Lemma 2. For any balanced f , N2(f) ≤ N2(f0) and
N sym2 (f) ≤ N sym2 (f0) with equality only if f is a dictatorship
function.
Lemma 2 follows immediately from taking the Fourier trans-
form of Tpf and using the Parseval/Rayleigh/Plancherel The-
orem. See also [2], [5]. A proof is included in the appendix
for completeness
In order to apply Lemma 1, we will consider the function
gsymf (α) from (7). This function takes the required form since
we can write it as
gsymf (α) =
∑
x∈{0,1}n
eα log Tpf(x) + eα log(1−Tpf(x))
− eα log Tpf0(x) − eα log(1−Tpf0(x)) . (14)
It is clear that Tpf0(x) = p for 2n−1 different values of x,
and Tpf0(x) = 1− p for the remaining 2n−1 values of x. We
will assume without loss of generality that Tpf(x0) < p or
Tpf(x0) > 1 − p for some x0 because if this is not the case
we would necessarily have
(Tpf(x))
α + (1− Tpf(x))α ≤ (Tpf0(x))α + (1− Tpf0(x))α
for all x and α ≥ 1 and there would be nothing to prove.
Furthermore, we must have at least one x such that p <
Tpf(x) < 1−p otherwise this would contradict Lemma 2. The
ordered sequence of the ci (which take the form log(Tpf(x)),
log(1 − Tpf(x)), log(Tpf0(x)), and log(1 − Tpf0(x))) will
therefore give rise to a sequence of signs that looks like
+ − + − + in the coefficients Ai. There are therefore
exactly four sign changes in the sequence Ai, and apply-
ing Lemma 1, gsymf (α) can have at most four zeros where
N symα (f0) = N
sym
α (f).
Two of the zeros of gsymf (α) must occur at α = 0 and α = 1.
At α = 2, Lemma 2 implies that gsymf (2) < 0. However, as
α gets large, N symα (f0) < N
sym
α (f) and g
sym
f (α) > 0 since
Tp(x0) > 1− p or 1− Tp(x0) > 1− p. So by the continuity
of N symα (f) with respect to α we must have another zero of
gsymf (α) with α > 2. In a similar way, N
sym
α (f0) < N
sym
α (f)
as α approaches −∞.
With all of these restrictions on gsymf (α) in mind, we
return to showing that Conjecture 2 implies Conjecture 4
by contrapositive. If there exists an 1 ≤ α ≤ 2 such that
N symα (f) > N
sym
α (f0), then the fourth and final zero of
gsymf (α) must occur for some 1 < α < 2 (since g
sym
f (2) < 0
and the function is continuous). In this case, the function
gsymf (α) must take the form depicted in Figure 1, and in
particular it must be positive for 1 < α < 1 +  for some
 > 0. By looking at the difference quotient,
∂
∂α
N symα (f)
∣∣∣∣
α=1
≥ ∂
∂α
N symα (f0)
∣∣∣∣
α=1
.
We can rule out the possibility that
∂
∂α
N symα (f)
∣∣∣∣
α=1
=
∂
∂α
N symα (f0)
∣∣∣∣
α=1
because it would imply gsymf (α) had a second-order zero at
α = 1 which would contradict Lemma 1. Thus
∂
∂α
N symα (f)
∣∣∣∣
α=1
>
∂
∂α
N symα (f0)
∣∣∣∣
α=1
and because of (10),
I(f(Y );X) > 1− h(p) .
D. Conjecture 1 =⇒ Conjecture 3
The proof of this implication is roughly the same as that
of Section III-C. The main difference is that there may exist
an x0 with Tpf(x0) < p or Tpf(x0) > 1 − p, and since we
are not including the corresponding 1 − Tpf(x0) term, there
might not be any x1 with Tpf(x1) > 1 − p or Tpf(x1) < p,
respectively. This opens up the possibility that there could be
only three sign changes in the coefficients of gf (α). If there
are four sign changes, then the result follows just as in Section
III-C. Let us therefore assume that there are three sign changes.
Fig. 1. The gsymf (α) curve as a function of α from the proof in Section
III-C. The position of the four unique zeros relative to each other are marked,
and it is clear where the curve must be positive and negative. Note that this
is not an actual gsymf (α) curve corresponding to a specific Boolean function
f – if that were true it would be a counterexample to the Courtade-Kumar
conjecture, none of which are known.
There are two trivial zeros of gf (α) at α = 0 and α = 1,
and if there exists an 1 ≤ α ≤ 2 such that Nα(f) > Nα(f0),
then by Lemma 2 and the continuity of gf (α) the third zero
must occur for some 1 < α < 2. In this case, the curve gf (α)
must be positive between α = 1 and the third zero, and
∂
∂α
Nα(f)
∣∣∣∣
α=1
>
∂
∂α
Nα(f0)
∣∣∣∣
α=1
just like in Section III-C. Therefore,∑
x∈{0,1}n
Tpf(x) log Tpf(x) >
∑
x∈{0,1}n
Tpf0(x) log Tpf0(x)
and the proof by contrapositive is complete.
IV. AN EXAMPLE gsymf (α)
In order to see what these gsymf (α) curves can look like,
consider the following example. Let n = 3 and
f(y) =
{
1 , if y1 + y2 + y3 ≥ 2
0 , otherwise
i.e., the majority function. For this f we have
gsymf (α) = 2
(
(1− p)3 + 3p (1− p)2
)α
+ 6
(
(1− p)3 + (1− p)2 p+ 2 (1− p) p2
)α
+ 6
(
2 (1− p)2 p+ (1− p) p2 + p3
)α
+ 2
(
p3 + 3 (1− p) p2)α
− 8pα − 8 (1− p)α .
The theory from Lemma 1 proves that this function will have
at most four zeros. Trivial zeros occur at α = 0 and α = 1,
and there must be an additional one for α > 2. In Figure 2 we
show this curve for three different values of p, showing three
different possible behaviors.
Fig. 2. The gsymf (α) curve as a function of α for the n = 3 majority function
with p = .21 (top), p = .068 (middle), and p = .017 (bottom). There is a
zero at large α in the middle and bottom curves that is not visible in these
plots. The fourth zero for the top curve occurs at α < 0. In the middle curve,
the “fourth zero” is accounted for by a second order zero at α = 0. In the
bottom curve, the fourth zero occurs at 0 < α < 1. None of the curves has a
zero at 1 < α < 2, as this would be equivalent to f being a counterexample
to the Courtade-Kumar conjecture.
V. APPENDIX
In this appendix, we briefly introduce the Fourier analysis
of Boolean functions in order to prove Lemma 2. For a
full treatment we recommend [9]. A Boolean function f :
{0, 1}n → {0, 1} has Fourier expansion
f(y) =
∑
v∈{0,1}n
fˆ(v)Wv(y)
where the set of Boolean functions {Wv}v∈{0,1}n defined by
Wv(y) =
1√
2n
(−1)
∑n
i=1 viyi
forms an orthonormal basis.
One way to think about the probability P(f(Y ) = 1|X =
x), and the origin of the notation from (3), is that it is the
function of x obtained via the noise operator Tp applied to f .
The function Tpf can be expressed as
Tpf(x) =
∑
y∈{0,1}n
pd(x,y)(1− p)n−d(x,y)f(y)
where d(·, ·) is the Hamming distance, so the operator Tp can
also be thought of as convolution with the kernel ϕp(x) =
pd(0,x)(1− p)n−d(0,x). Thus using the Convolution Theorem,
Tpf(x) =
∑
v∈{0,1}n
(1− 2p)d(0,v)fˆ(v)Wv(x)
where λv = (1−2p)d(0,v) for v ∈ {0, 1}n are the eigenvalues
of the Tp operator. Using Parseval’s theorem,
N2(f) =
∑
x∈{0,1}n
(Tpf(x))
2
=
∑
v∈{0,1}n
(1− 2p)2d(0,v)(fˆ(v))2
=
2n
4
+
∑
v 6=0
(1− 2p)2d(0,v)(fˆ(v))2 (15)
where the last equality (15) follows from f being balanced.
Since ∑
y∈{0,1}
(f(y))2 =
2n
2
=
∑
v∈{0,1}
(fˆ(v))2
for all balanced f , it is clear that in order to maximize (15)
the remaining (non-DC-component) energy in f should all be
concentrated in the Fourier coefficients with d(0, v) = 1 ,
i.e., the “weight” one Fourier coefficients. The only balanced
Boolean functions with all of their energy concentrated in the
weight zero and one Fourier coefficients are the dictatorship
functions, so we have
N2(f) ≤ N2(f0)
with equality only when f is a dictatorship function. Since f
and 1 − f are both dictatorship functions that maximize this
quantity, we similarly have
N sym2 (f) ≤ N sym2 (f0) .
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